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Everyone knows who did 9/11 and why. This is the reason the United States now 
is all over the place in the Middle East, and every time anyone even remotely 
thinks of drawing the United States a bit out of that, things like this happen.  
 
1. Random terrorist organizations randomly get born and they start destroying 
everything  
2. Embassies are attacked out of the blue by random zealots  
3. Jews slip on Banana peels and it's Annuda Shoah and other things like that.  
 
Trump blames Iran for attack on U.S. embassy compound in Baghdad  
https://www.politico.com/news/2019/12/3 ... raq-091592 
 
Zeldin on Iran policy after embassy attack, string of anti-Semitic attacks  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4TW9ICT7nBs 
 
Trump attempted to do some really major things that jews believed would regress 
and slow down the the jewish agenda, inadvertently. One of these things is that 
he tried to de-militarize the region in the Middle East and focus on his Nation, i.e. 
practice some Nationalism where this thing is concerned.  
 
He thought that there is no need for US Soldiers to just die over this whole mess 
in the Middle East, and it's better the region was left alone. For the last years he 
tried his best to implement his policy. At least it looks like he did.  
 
Another thing is that he also practiced a restraint compared to other Presidents in 
striking and expanding into the Middle East. Last July, the tensions with Iran 
were put to a halt, and this outraged Jews at this point. Since, the impeachment 
circus began to take Trump down, both for Iran and other issues that the jews 
perceive aren't done correctly by this "President".  
 
Just take a look on everyone behind the impeachment case and you will see 
jews. Unironically, everyone who has casted stones at Trump also happened to 
be Jewish, such as his lawyer who tried to pin criminal allegations to him.  
 
Progressively, he was beat into submission, and he had to do more and more 
thing to appease the Self-Chosen and help them get their Self-Promised land of 
Greater Israel. It's escalating more and more to him being forced to do what 

https://ancient-forums.com/viewtopic.php?p=124116#p124116


every US president must do in the mind of Jews: Serve the jews or get a done 
deal.  
 
Of course, even after Trump did one step to show any form of understanding to 
Jews in again, the slander against him continues. The President has to learn to 
stop caving in to that crap. See for example articles that slander him because of 
what he did to the Jews - Jews are never satisfied. Even if he nuked Iran off the 
map, and gave them Greater Israel, he as a person would be only condemned 
and slandered until eternity.  
 
Therefore, since he will be receiving the slander anyway, it would be a good idea 
to actually do some good things that will shield him from further slander. Such as 
stopping to serve the Neolithic jewish tribe that does horrible deeds through the 
United States as proxy.  
 
The United States has to understand that: By the time and if ever Israel gets 
"Greater Israel", the USA will be a desolate dead place, lower in technology than 
Congo. This is their plan. While they deconstruct, racially ruin, devalue the United 
States, and make it a world hated power, they are growing, as a tick that drains 
blood from a host. When this process has been sufficient, the host will be 
discarded. Rome died after it faithfully served Jews for the last centuries, and 
then it went permanently extinct.  
 
When the looting and usage for war will have outlived its purpose, the United 
States will be allowed to fall upon its own dead carcass. This is possible to turn 
around today and probably possible for a few decades time, but it will no longer 
be possible after this. Jews know and have systematically worked to this level for 
decades.  
 
Look at the slander now on Trump, even after he served faithfully the Neo-
Cohens and Jews like Pompeo in striking Iran.  
 
Trump Once Again Proves Himself Clueless on Iran and North Korea  
https://slate.com/news-and-politics/202 ... eless.html 
 
Attack on US Embassy in Iraq shows Trump is failing. He walked into Iran's 
trap.  
https://eu.usatoday.com/story/opinion/2 ... 791726001/ 
 
The Five': Media calls Iraq embassy attack 'Trump's Benghazi'  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oZv-J_RMaNQ 
 



 For "Greater Israel" to be created, major destruction of States and genocide of 
non-jews has to take place in the Middle east, and all of this is progressively 
being forced by jews.  
 
A few days ago, we had the usual kvetching in the United States about how it's 
the end of the world because a Jew was stabbed. Today, we open our News and 
TV and we see how US is suddenly over excuses about to go into some sort of 
war mode with Iran all of a sudden.  
 
The jews carried on the full jewish impeachment circus, they are on every TV set 
all day long, and they clearly are flexing in front of the whole world how they can 
make presidents and everyone else just succumb. Trump has been under 
slander barrage for over 3 years, every single day, without the slightest deviation. 
The only good news reporting on him is probably his own twitter account and a 
couple outlets just here and there. Everyone else is attacking him 24/7.  
 
For anyone who doesn't understand spirituality they may think that is a 
coincidence, and for this, one will have to be really dumb. We are to where jews 
are so exposed that they don't even care to hide anything, all of their influence is 
thrown in the open. Everyone worldwide is somehow forced to observe their 
racial beefs, rewards, and aspirations on every TV set worldwide, and everyone 
has to live in a world of their self-promised land grabbing and thievery being the 
only National goals or something.  
 
Before this we had Jews kvetching on TV about how they are so attacked, before 
this, we had Hanukkah (They raised energy on that one but apparently it isn't all 
that enough), and now, we all of a sudden, have the United States going into 
some strange almost war phase with Iran, where Iraq is also tied in indirect 
(connecting the energies and events with Bush which was the major jewish 
progression of Israel in US external policy).  
 
But that is simple: energy was raised in the last days [Christmas, Hanukkah etc.), 
and jews now funnel this into going over Iran and Iraq and turning everything into 
a nightmare again.  
 
Planetarily speaking, if the US goes into war in the phase of 2020 to 2024, the 
drawback will be severe. If millions became woke over the Iraq incident and 9/11, 
this time jews will be exposed to that extent that there will be no going back ever 
again. This is a point of no return for Jews, but on the other hand, they will 
attempt that the United States typically gets all the blame as usual where these 
great crimes are concerned.  
 



Jews refer to the United States as the "Second Israel", while Israel is just Israel. 
The Second Israel is supposed to do all the ugly stuff while Gentiles such as 
army people in it pay the price, and the First Israel, or the tick, is supposed to 
gain all the benefits while remaining within "plausible deniability".  
 
Everyone, make sure to do the RTR in the next days unceasingly so that the 
negative aspects of this do not progress further and that it turns upon itself. 
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